HONORING MURRAY WEIDENBAUM

Weidenbaum Center Award for Excellence

To honor Professor Murray Weidenbaum’s life-long accomplishments and achievements, the "Weidenbaum Center Award for Excellence" will be presented to up to three individuals each year – a student or Washington University alumnus, a Washington University faculty member, and a civic-minded individual – that exhibit the character, dedication, and caliber of work associated throughout the years with Professor Weidenbaum. The award will be presented each year at a special ceremony as part of the Center’s annual dinner.

The award will be given in the form of a medal which features a replica of the bas-relief sculpture image (on one side), done by internationally recognized artist and Washington University alumnus Don Wiegand and commissioned by Center Senior Distinguished Executive in Residence Richard Mahoney, and the Washington University insignia on the other (see above). The award will be presented in conjunction with a cash prize.

The Center is honored to be a part of this new tradition which will enable future generations to continue Professor Weidenbaum’s exemplary model of work and service.

Nominations for this award are welcome at any time of the year. The nomination packet should include:

- A nomination letter detailing the rationale for the nomination
- The nominee’s curriculum vitae

A committee of faculty, students, and community representatives will review nominations and choose winners. Nominations and the considerations of the Advisory Committee will be confidential. Submit nominations in PDF format to Steven S. Smith, Director of the Weidenbaum Center and Kate M. Gregg Distinguished Professor of Social Sciences, at smith@wustl.edu.

Self-nominations are welcome.

The deadline to submit nominations for the 2014 award is March 1, 2014.